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ABSTRACT 

Appropriate compression bandaging is important for 
compression therapeutic medical diseases. The high 
compression approach employed for treating venous 
leg ulcers should be used correctly so that sufficient 
(but not excessive) pressure is applied. Bandages used 
to treat venous disease by compression should achieve 
and sustain effective levels and gradients of pressure 
and minimize the risk of pressure trauma. To main- 
tain graduated compression on the limb, the bandage 
needs to be applied at the same tension for each layer 
from the ankle to the knee. In this paper, the geome-
try for various bandaging procedures is used to wrap 
each layer of bandage by marking the relaxed length 
of the bandage. The relaxed length is calculated de- 
pending on the stretch%, the average circumference 
of the limb to which it is to be applied and the ban- 
daging technique to be used. This paper aims at de- 
veloping a scientific approach while applying the 
bandage to reduce the inter operator variability in 
applying the same tension on each successive layer of 
bandage. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Compression therapy is used for the treatment of the ve- 
nous leg ulceration and for other chronic venous insuffi- 
ciency [1,2]. Compression is provided by wrapping the 
bandage around the limb by the application of external 
force. Because of compression, the pressure is generated 
at the interface between bandage and skin and this pres- 
sure is called interface pressure or sub-bandage pressure. 

The efficiency of the treatment depends to a great degree 
on the level of interface pressure applied and sustenance 
of this pressure during the course of the treatment. Pro- 
vided that the right level of interface pressure does not 
affect arterial flow and the right level of application 
technique and materials used, the effects of compression 
can be dramatic, which could reduce oedema and pain 
and also could promote healing of ulcers caused by ve- 
nous insufficiency [3,4]. So compression bandaging re- 
quires skill, appropriate training and initial supervision 
of practice [5]. 

The degree of compression produced by any bandage 
system over a period of time is determined by complex 
interactions between four principle factors—the physical 
structure and elastomeric properties of the bandage, the 
size and shape of the limb to which it is applied, the skill 
and technique of the bandager and the nature of any 
physical activity undertaken by the patient [6]. It is es- 
sential that practitioners understand how application 
techniques can affect the performance of the bandage 
systems [7]. Inappropriate selection or application of a 
bandage could lead to lack of efficacy and to adverse 
effects including amputation [8]. Lee et al. [9] observed 
the importance of different application techniques on the 
interface pressure variations for different bandages. 
Wrapping of bandage over wounded limb by different 
practitioners could also influence interface pressure 
variation. Dale et al. [10] observed different pressure 
gradients obtained by the same bandaging system when 
applied by different experienced technicians under the 
same application technique. 

Many attempts have been made to reduce the effects 
of operator variability by marking bandages with geo- 
metrical shapes that change from rectangles to squares or 
from ovals to circles when a particular level of extension 
has been applied [11]. Not all bandages have these geo- 
metrical shapes and some manufactures ask users to ap- *Corresponding author. 
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ply medical compression bandages with a percentage of 
extension [11]. Without any visual markers, the real 
stretch obtained on application of bandage by qualified 
personnel can vary from 35% to 70%, leading to a risk of 
under or over-application of pressure [12]. 

The geometrical shapes used for applying the desired 
stretch% on the bandages have a few drawbacks. The 
change in shape is visual and depends on individual per- 
ception, so there is no guarantee that the recommended 
stretch% is maintained. Also there is always a range 
given by the manufacturer for the pressure values and the 
limb circumference for a particular stretch% value. Fur- 
thermore, these values are given for only one type of 
bandaging procedure that generally spirals 50% overlap. 
Finally it has been seen while applying such a type of 
bandage that the rectangles change into squares at dif- 
ferent stretch values than what is recommended by the 
manufacturer. 

An experimental set up was done to see the change of 
shape on the bandage at different stretch levels as rec- 
ommended by the manufacturer for a bandage. The sam- 
ple is clamped at two edges and a weight equivalent to 
the stretch% value is hung at the bottom and then the 
change in shape is observed. The best fit linear equation 
for the load elongation curve of the bandage (generated 
using Excel) was used to estimate the load for the given 
stretch% value (Figure 1). The weights hung according 
to the recommended stretch% for green rectangles and 
brown rectangles in the bandage reveal that a small 
change in weight has no visible effect on the shape but 
the corresponding change in stretch% and thus the sub 
bandage pressure could be of concern.  

To cater to these problems and to provide a scientific 
approach to wrap a bandage at a particular level of 
stretch for each layer, a geometrical model is proposed. 
The model is developed for two commonly used tech- 
niques of bandaging i.e. spiral bandaging and ascending 
spica or figure of eight bandaging [13]. 

2. GEOMETRY OF THE BANDAGING 
PROCEDURE 

The pressure on the limb is developed by the tension in 
the bandage fabric and this tension is the result of the  
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Figure 1. Best fit linear equation for the load extension curve 
of the bandage. 

stretch/force applied in the fabric. To provide a uniform 
stretch in each layer, the limb circumference and fabric 
thickness are to be linked to the stretch in the fabric for 
generating pressure in the limb. When the bandage fabric 
is applied layer by layer on the cylindrical body; the cir- 
cumference of the cylindrical body increases due to the 
fabric thickness so in order to wrap all the layers of ban- 
dages with uniform stretch (%), a relationship between 
these three parameters is necessary. The relationship has 
been formulated [14] and given below. The actual length 
of bandage sample in relaxed state (l) is to be stretched to 
an extra amount of length to be wrapped on cylindrical 
body having circumferential length (c), to get the prede- 
fined stretch level (S%) for 100% overlap, which is given 
by: 

 2π 1

1 1
100 100

r n tc
l

s s

    
 

         (1) 

where n = number of layers of the bandage, t = thickness 
of the bandage, r = radius of curvature of the cylinder 
surface. 

Taking this further and extending to spiral bandaging 
and figure of eight bandaging a relationship has been 
developed between fabric stretch, circumference of ban- 
daging surface and bandage fabric thickness considering 
the simplified geometry of the two types of bandaging 
techniques. The assumptions taken are: 

1) The surface of the cylinder is uniform throughout. 
2) The stretch percentage all along the fabric length is 

the same. 
3) Thickness of the bandage is measured in standard 

thickness testing condition. 
The spiral bandaging (Figure 2) on a uniform circular 

cylinder can be represented geometrically as in Figure 3 
and further this cylinder is flat opened (Figure 4). 
 

 

Figure 2. Spiral bandaging [13]. 
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Figure 3. Geometry of spiral bandaging. 
 

 

Figure 4. Flattened cylindrical view for spiral bandaging. 
 
where c = circumference of the cylindrical body in “cm”, 
d = diameter of the cylinder, t = thickness of the bandage 
in “cm”, r = radius of curvature of the cylinder surface, w 
= width of bandage in “cm”. 

Now considering the triangle CBD (Figure 4), the 
circumferential length (L) can be expressed as: 

2 cose 1 cc oL c c t              (2) 

where θ = angle of bandaging, c = circumference = πd. 
When the bandage of width “w” cm is wrapped spi- 

rally with 50% overlap, from the triangle CBD (Figure 
4). 
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Putting the value of cot θ from Eq.3 in Eq.2 
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Similarly for spiral 66% overlap, tan 3c w  , so 
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9
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L c  2w              (5) 

And for spiral 100% overlap since θ = 90˚, cot θ = 0, 
hence L = c. 

For spiral bandaging both 50% and 66% overlap “c” is 
replaced by the new circumferential length “L” in Eq.1. 
Substituting the value of L from Eq.4 in Eq.1, actual 
length of bandage fabric (l) to be taken in relaxed state to 
apply it spirally at 50% overlap at the predefined stretch 
level can be calculated in terms of r, n, t, w, S which are 
the known parameters to generate a particular stretch 
value Eq.6. 
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Similarly the length of bandage fabric (l) in relaxed 
state to be taken to apply it spirally at 66% overlap and  
any predefined stretch level can be calculated in terms of 
r, n, t ,w, S from Eq.7 
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To calculate the length of bandage fabric (l) in relaxed 
state for figure of eight bandaging technique, let the ban- 
dage be applied in figure of eight at 50% overlap (Figure 
5). Figure 6 is the geometrical representation of the fig- 
ure of eight bandaging technique on a uniform circular 
cylindrical limb. When the cylinder is flat opened, it can 
be represented as shown in the Figure 7. 
 

 

Figure 5. Figure of eight bandaging [13]. 
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Figure 6. Geometry for figure of eight bandaging. 
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From the triangle QA’R in Figure 7 bandage to be wrapped on a given limb to maintain a 
particular stretch for a given circumference and number 
of layers depending on different bandaging techniques. 
To illustrate this, the value of relaxed length “l” is calcu- 
lated layer wise using different values of stretch% and 
the number of layers for different types of bandaging 
techniques taking 38.5 cm circumference of the leg and 
0.834 mm bandage thickness according to the Eq.6, 7 
and 9. 

     2 2
4 2  2L p c  2

 

where L = new circumferential length, w = width of the 
bandage, p = spacing between the two extreme turns of 
the bandage and its value is always between w and 2w  
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 2                (8) It is observed from the Table 1 that the relaxed length 
is much less than the actual circumferential length and it 
decreases further with increase in stretch value. Also as 
the number of layer increases, the bandaging circumfer- 
ence also increases and corresponding to this circumfer- 
ence, the relaxed length of bandage sample “l” also in- 
creases at various stretch levels to get uniform stretch for 
each layer. This calculated relaxed length can be now 
marked on the bandage and wrapped layer wise to get the 
desired stretch% at each layer. 

For figure of eight bandaging 50% overlap “c” in Eq.1 
is replaced by the new circumferential length “L”. Now 
putting the value of “L” from Eq.8 in Eq.1, the actual 
length of bandage fabric (l) in relaxed state to be applied 
in figure of eight at 50% overlap is given by: 
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        (9) 4. CONCLUSIONS 

Practitioners require guidelines to follow that are evi- 
dence-based, relate to local needs and are easy to follow. 
The current compression therapy techniques do not pro- 
vide users with sufficient and accurate feedback con- 
cerning the interface pressures applied by them. More- 
over the geometrical shapes provided on the bandages by 
the manufacturers give a range of pressure values for a 
stretch% for one type of bandaging procedure (generally 
spiral 50% overlap). Also it is observed that these shape 
changes are dependant on individual visual perception. 

The value of p for figure of eight bandaging with 50% 
overlap as experimentally measured after application is 
one and a half times (1.5) the width of the bandage. The 
second overlap in figure of eight bandage is exactly half- 
way the width of the first bandage overlap in addition to 
one full width of the bandage. 

3. APPLICATION OF THE  
GEOMETRICAL MODEL IN  
BANDAGING PRACTICE 

To deal with these intricacies, this model has been de- 
veloped based on the geometry of bandaging procedure 
which will not only effectively reduce the problem of 
inter operator variability during wrapping but also will  The geometrical model calculates the relaxed length of  

 

 

Figure 7. Flattened cylindrical view for figure of eight bandaging. 
 
Table 1. Relaxed length of bandage layers for various bandaging techniques. 

Relaxed length of bandage “l”  
for spiral 50% overlap (cm) 

Relaxed length of bandage “l”  
for spiral 66% overlap (cm) 

Relaxed length of bandage “l” for  
figure of eight 50% overlap (cm) 

Stretch (%) 

First layer Second layer First layer Second layer Third layer
First and second 

layer 
Third and fourth 

layer 

30% 29.86 30.26 29.72 30.11 30.52 31.78 32.15 

40% 27.73 28.10 27.60 27.95 28.34 29.51 29.86 

50% 25.88 26.22 25.76 26.09 26.45 27.54 27.87 
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cater to the need for generating graduated and consistent 
level of compression. The model has been developed 
with an intention to follow an appropriate bandaging 
process according to the desired stretch% and the ban- 
daging technique to be used. 
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